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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
We often come to think of information as being either structured data 
stored in databases or unstructured documents stored on file systems 
or in full-text search engines. However, the reality is that information is 
represented in a wide spectrum of structures. XML is helping to bridge 
the worlds of structured and unstructured content by providing a unified 
means to represent information regardless of its structure. Since XML is 
inherently hierarchical and relies on tags to incorporate structure and 
meaning, the technologies for XML-based information retrieval and 
management are different from both database technologies and 
unstructured text technologies. Xyleme realizes that the value of an XML 
Data Store is not in simply a better store for XML data, but in the 
application of that data to store information that is neither completely 
structured nor completely unstructured – or in other words, to content. 
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Intelligent Access to ContentIntelligent Access to ContentIntelligent Access to ContentIntelligent Access to Content    
 

We often come to think of information as being either structured data stored in databases or 
unstructured documents stored on file systems or in full-text search engines. However, the 
reality is that information is represented in a wide spectrum of structures. While customer 
information can be structured to fit into relational databases, how can purchase orders, web 
sites, and even most documents be structured? For sure, there are components that can be 
stored in a regular, structured format, while there are others that are more free-form and 
“unstructured”. This is the realm of content: semi-structured, hierarchically structured, and 
unstructured data.  
 
XML is helping to bridge the worlds of structured and unstructured content by providing a 
unified means to represent information regardless of its structure. Instead of relying on well-
defined structures to offer precision and robust performance, XML offers a text-based, 
metadata-encoded means for representing information concurrent with its meaning and 
structure. However, RDBMS solutions, file systems, content management stores, and full-text 
search engines are wholly inadequate to deal with the power of XML. Relational databases 
are rigidly structured, not allowing for the extensibility of data, while full-text search engines 
and other data stores suffer from inefficient and inaccurate query and manipulation 
capabilities.  

 
Since XML is inherently hierarchical and relies on tags to incorporate structure and meaning, 
the technologies for XML-based information retrieval and management are different from 
both database technologies and unstructured text technologies. A variety of XML data stores 
as well as XML-enabled RDBMS solutions exist on the market, but few are accurately targeted 
at the unique requirements of storing content-related data. In particular, content-focused XML 
data stores must be able to not only store XML-based data, but also classify, index, integrate, 
query, and monitor that data. Also, content volumes can expand dramatically over time, and 
XML data stores must be able to handle the increasing scale required while not sacrificing 
performance.  
 
One company focused on this challenge is Xyleme. Founded in 2000 as a spin-off of a 
research project run by INRIA, the company’s goal is to “exploit XML to enable intelligent 
access to content for corporations that want to improve information distribution and reduce 
operating costs.” Xyleme realizes that the value of an XML Data Store is not in simply a better 
store for XML data, but in the application of that data to store information that is neither 
completely structured nor completely unstructured.  
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Thank you for reading ZapThink research! ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted 
advice and critical insight into XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of 
IT vendors, service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled distributed 
computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 
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Xyleme Zone ServerXyleme Zone ServerXyleme Zone ServerXyleme Zone Server    
 

Formally launched in late 2001, Xyleme’s core technology is the Xyleme Zone Server, a 
content-oriented, high-performance XML data store. Built on a unique platform using a 
“Google-type” approach consisting of Linux-based PC clusters, the Xyleme Zone Server aims 
to provide rich functionality for content-oriented XML data while allowing for almost limitless 
scalability in a modular fashion. Xyleme Zone Server offers three key advantages over other 
content storage and retrieval technologies: efficiency of data storage and retrieval supporting 
frequent content and schema changes, relevance of data search and storage, and 
automation of data storage processes.  
 
In many ways, the Zone Server may be viewed as a very large, XML-based content warehouse 
that consists of the content that is being stored as well as metadata regarding that content. At 
the core of this warehouse is a high-powered XML repository that is indexed and is classified 
by language and by semantic category. In order to make real use of content and XML, systems 
need to interpret the meaning of text, and such things as relationships and synonyms (for 
example “Last name” and “Surname” mean the same thing). As a result, the Zone Server 
includes extensible thesauri and schema mappers that enable the system to go beyond 
simple indexing and closer to actually interpreting the content. The system includes document 
classification sub-systems that can evaluate documents and classify the general subject 
matter into multiple categories, before deciding where to store and index the content. All this 
results in greater search accuracy and viewing utility. As a result, the system is somewhat self-
operating. During the installation, the system automatically locates and configures schema 
maps, default search input screens, and layouts, using content samples, XML Schema or 
DTDs.  
 
Accessible via Web Services as well as other interfaces, the Zone Server allows users to 
“check-in” original or licensed content and utilize the system to both store as well as manage 
versions of this content. Xyleme Zone Server has potent query capabilities that are capable of 
querying entire documents or portions of documents, assembling results, and integrating data 
from a variety of sources. With Xyleme, users can search content from internal file servers 
and systems, data from licensed feeds, and data from the web, from a unified search 
interface. Content detailed in different schemas is mapped to one or more abstract schemas 
that represent the data as though it were structured identically, allowing for data integration. 
The Xyleme Zone Gateway connects the Xyleme Zone Server with Xyleme’s hosted online 
content repository that stores millions of industry specific documents gathered from the Web. 
 
The Xyleme contextual query processor offers rich syntax queries based on a conceptual 
search approach that is semantic rather than lexical, integrating a stemming feature that 
automatically searches for various forms of a words when submitting a query. Promoting the 
use of XQuery, but using its own query syntax, the solution can query billions of XML 
documents using a variety of sophisticated indexing techniques. Not only can the system 
query and retrieve individual documents based on specific XPath and other queries, but can 
also perform many text-specific search operations such as synonyms, relative operations, and 
containment operations that result in partial document sub-trees or individual elements. 
 

Xyleme Vertical Solutions: Xyleme News and PublishingXyleme Vertical Solutions: Xyleme News and PublishingXyleme Vertical Solutions: Xyleme News and PublishingXyleme Vertical Solutions: Xyleme News and Publishing    
 

Xyleme is a smart company. Not only do they realize they have to build technology that can 
support customer needs, but they have to sell it in a way that customers can realize its value. 
In particular, Xyleme sells the Zone Server focused on particular industry solutions. Their first 
major industry solution is the Xyleme News and Publishing product. Specifically designed for 
content providers such as press agencies, newspapers, content syndicators, and news 
clippers, Xyleme Zone Server is being used for management of complex documents. In news 
industry, 80% of the cost is producing the story. Much of this story cost is merely finding the 
information, while just a quarter of the cost is the actual writing and editing.   
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With early major customer wins including Le Monde and Agence France Presse (AFP), Xyleme 
has shown that their solution can be used for a variety of purposes specific to news content 
including providing access tools to journalists, librarian, archivists, as well as access to 
customers through a newspaper’s public site or portal. Leveraging semantic interpretation for 
data abstraction and integration Intelligent content refresh, the system offers journalists & 
documentation specialists a secure and reliable warehouse that provides precise answers to 
queries. Semantic “domains” (such as sports, politics, finance) are configured automatically 
by the system. These domains are utilized as a way to provide precise answers to questions 
rather than simply URLs. 
 
In addition, the system’s monitoring capability notifies users of information changes from 
archives, licensed or web content. Other key features of the News and Publishing product 
include support for Quark Xpress files with partner tools, and links to non-XML documents 
(diagrams, photos, video and audio files). Xyleme’s innovative CopyTracker device provides a 
powerful new service that allows content publishers to track “copyright thefts” by scanning 
the Web for pre-defined documents. The product supports both English and French query 
languages, with support for German, Italian and Spanish is under development.  

 
While initially focused on News and Publishing, in general the company is focused on 
industries that have a high prevalence of semi-structured data that is of high value and in 
large quantities. This includes a variety of industries including financial services, insurance, 
pharmaceutical, government, and others.  

 
The ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink TakeThe ZapThink Take    
 

There is no doubt that XML will have a significant impact on the way that content is 
represented, exchanged, and stored. The vast changes that are occurring in the different 
content disciplines will demand a better means for dealing with semi-structured data. While 
surely there are a number of different alternatives to XML data storage: XML-enabled RDBMS, 
“native” XML data storage solutions, file systems, and even content management, none of 
these solutions offer an optimal approach when dealing with large quantities of document-
oriented content that needs to be efficiently searched and queried.  
 
ZapThink believes that Xyleme has a unique and potent solution squarely targeted at this 
problem domain. Their approach of using an efficient XML data storage technologies 
combined with a highly scalable infrastructure and intelligent, semantically-aware query 
mechanisms makes the company well positioned to take advantage of this revolution in data 
representation. Companies that are heavily invested in large quantities of high-value, semi-
structured content will find tremendous value in adopting the Xyleme solution.  

 
 

-- continued -- 
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CEO / President / Owner: Regis Nacfaire 
Employees: 25 
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URL: www.xyleme.com 
Main Phone: + 33(1)55 39 33 33 
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ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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